Anything that encourages positive creativity is a
welcome addition to the house. When it's adorable
(and these kits are adorable), and fun, that's a big
added bonus. Sevi's line of toys, sold at MagicForest
are all of the above.
Inside of the kit you'll find a variety of blank faces.
These are magnetic.
You will also find a bag of pieces to be used to create
different faces and styles for your boards. The boards
are attached and fold back into the box, allowing for
ease in storage and to keep them from getting lost.
There is also a handy box space on the inside to
permanently store your pieces.
91 magnetic pieces included in this set!
The pieces range from practical to funny, and we had a blast playing with them. Everyone was giggling at some of the
choices my granddaughter made...but she was learning as she went, and that's the best kind of toy to have, right?
I think her favorite board was the two faces that are the same as the box top. One was a guy and one was a girl. Maybe
she related them to her mom and dad. :)
There are four themes. The one reviewed was Faces. Each of the four themes: Circus, Four Seasons, Faces and Fashion
offers brightly colored magnets adorned with realistic artwork. Each box is easy to close and carry to take on a trip. It also
stores perfectly on the bookshelf.
The mustachi‐o on the fella above got peals of laughter from the kids. I guess the wide‐eyed look the guy had didn't help
matters much. He does look very funny.
This set is recommended for ages 3+, but it was great for my granddaughter who is 2 (with supervision to make sure she
didn't try to eat any pieces). She's usually pretty good about that, but with small pieces in play, you always want to be
sure.
And when the laughter kept happening, my daughter‐in‐law came to investigate and got into building with the kit as well.
You can see from the picture above that having a lot of eyes on the guys seemed to appeal to our sweet little girl. ;)
This set, along with a lot of other great play items is designed by Sevi. It gets two big thumbs up from us.

About Sevi:
In toy years Sevi is Europe’s oldest wooden toymaker
‐‐ 184 years! Their 2015 Collection of play sets offer a
new direction in creative fun. And when kids slow
down to play with these captivating sets, important
skills develop from concentration and patience to
boundless creativity. Geared for tots ages 3 and up,
the play sets are fun for the whole family with their
mix and match amusement.
All Sevi designs originate in Italy by specially trained
toy designers.
Sevi products are produced in the Far East in a
Trudi‐run factory employing local artisans under fair
and safe working conditions.
All Sevi products have been thoroughly and rigorously tested by an independent lab, and meet or exceed all European and
US federal regulations for children’s toys. Parents never need worry about the quality or safety of any Sevi product.
All Sevi products are extremely durable, eco‐friendly, and kid safe.
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